Models of multimedia communication are attempts to classify the numerous types of media objects available, and to provide a basis for the use of unambiguous terminology in a new
INTRODUCTION
The concept of 'multimedia' suffers from inadequate standardisation of terminology, and the lack of commonly agreed definitions results in much ambiguity both within and between articles written on the topic. While most people might be satisfied with "a mix of [voice, text and graphics] " (Barfield,1993) , they might be unwilling to place a live lecture on a titled work of art in the category of multimedia presentations.
On the other hand, many definitions focus entirely on technology: "Multimedia seems to be defined by the hardware required … rather than by the user's experience" (Shneiderman,1992) . For example, despite the statement that "… any computer application that employs a video disk, images from a CD-ROM, uses high quality sound, or uses high
A Difference of Perspective
All these classifications are driven in some manner by knowledge of currently existing media types. The broader method of addressing the classification of representational systems presented in this chapter defines underlying characteristics over any number of appropriate dimensions, and then identifies those existing representational systems which relate to each cell in the model produced. Working from the dimensions suggested by theoretical semiotic characteristics of representational systems to the practical instantiations of the media thus defined, allows for a broader spectrum of media to be considered. This ensures that the taxonomy is complete and that representational systems that may not have a given, defining name in the common parlance of multimedia studies still form part of the taxonomy.
The model proposed and investigated here (called TOMUS) is unlike these other multimedia taxonomies, in that no initial practical assumptions are made as to the media types that will be classified. The categorisation is based on an extension to a common classification of semiotic representational system, and has been created from a semiotic theoretical point of view.
A three-dimensional model is proposed, along the dimensions of sign, syntax and modality. The thirty-six cells defined in this three-dimensional model are related to existing media types, some of which have no defining term in the current common language of multimedia studies. The model is also extended to include network structures, and makes clear the difference between multimedia and hypermedia communication.
By separating the classification of the nature of the text to be communicated from the nature of the technology or interaction, the model provides a focussed terminology for consistent and appropriate discussion about multimedia texts. In addition, this approach encourages a broad view of multimedia communication, fostering the exploration of a wide variety of media types in the development of a multimedia product.
The purpose of the TOMUS model is to create a categoristaion of the many types of simple media objects that may comprise multimedia texts. Its intention is to provide an unambiguous theoretical model that could be used to avoid vague and inconsistent terminology: it offers a means for producing a consistent definition of the terms associated with multimedia communication (multimodality, hypermedia, etc.) , and the variety of existing representational systems. By identifying the range of possible media types, designers of multimedia systems can be assisted in their task of choosing the most appropriate representational system for the information they wish to present.
The chapter begins with semiotic definitions. The three dimensions of sign, syntax and modality that form the TOMUS model are described, and examples of the resulting media types are given. Together with a distinction between composite-texts, component-texts and synchronous-texts, a variety of well-grounded definitions of multimedia communication of varying inclusiveness are provided, and the refinement of these definitions with respect to the production, transmission and interpretation of the multimedia text is discussed. The second part of the chapter describes the results of an investigation into the understandability of the three TOMUS dimensions, and concludes with suggestions as to how it might be refined.
SEMIOTIC TERMINOLOGY
Semiology was originated and defined by de Saussure in 1915 as a science which did not exist at that time, but for which a place in psychology could be found:
A science that studies the life of signs within society is conceivable; it would be a part of social psychology and consequently of general psychology; I shall call it Semiology. Semiology would show what constitutes signs, what laws govern them … Linguistics is only a part of the general science of semiology; the laws discovered by semiology will be applicable to linguistics (de Saussure, 1959) . Saussure used linguistics extensively to illustrate the ways in which a symbolic system could be analysed, the idea being that linguistic theory could be taken as a model and the concepts could be applied in a similar manner to other symbolic systems. While Saussure's emphasis was primarily linguistic, Peirce's analysis (which he termed semiotics) (Pierce, 1977) was more general and concentrated on the characteristics of all signs. For the purposes of considering the semiotic properties of multimedia, Pierce's semiotic definitions are therefore more appropriate.
A sign is an intimate relation between an object (term) and an interpretant (concept) (Peirce, 1977) . While the nature of the bond between the two components of a sign is irrelevant, a symbol is a particular category of sign, where the relationship between its object and interpretant is arbitrary. A semiotic system (code) is an organisation of patterns of particular signs (usually rule-and convention-based) that comprises a system of meaning, and a symbolic system is a type of semiotic system based on symbols. A semiotic system thus consists of a syntax which defines the manner in which terms may be organised, and a semantics which indicates how meaning can be attributed to a syntactically correct pattern of terms.
A message is defined as a syntactically correct and meaningful combination of terms in a semiotic system, and text (representation) as the physical realisation of a message. A representational system (or medium) is an abstract term that refers to the physical realisation of the rules and conventions that comprise a semiotic system, and a device is a physical object used for communication via a semiotic system. Communication takes place when text is created according to a particular code, and transmitted via a device. The receiver of the text decodes it to extract meaning, choosing to impose a particular code on the text to enable interpretation.
For example, music is a semiotic system comprising signs (notes), where each note consists of a term (e.g. EI) and a concept (the sensation produced by the corresponding sound wave). A figure from Beethoven's ninth symphony is a message, the score is a text, an orchestra is a device for communicating it, and musical notation is the abstract term denoting the corresponding representational system.
TOMUS: A TAXONOMY OF REPRESENTATIONAL SYSTEMS
The First Dimension: the Nature of the Sign Two people have been influential in the classification of signs and semiotic systems: Bruner and Peirce. Bruner's classification identifies three different types of semiotic systems: enactive, iconic and symbolic (Bruner, 1966) . The enactive system is based on physical movement and the learning of responses (e.g. the actions required for riding a bicycle), the iconic system depends on imagery and perception (e.g. pictures, photographs), and the symbolic system uses symbols which do not have a perceptual relationship with the concepts they signify (e.g. words, a red traffic light).
The classification devised by Peirce (1977) is similar to Bruner's: although he does not consider the enactive mode, he includes an extra indexical division. He divides signs into three primary dimensions: icons, indices and symbols. The interpretant of an iconic sign is signified by resemblance, that of an indexical sign by causal connections (e.g. smoke signifies a fire, symptoms signify disease), and convention regulates the way symbols are interpreted.
For this initial attempt to use semiotic categories for a multimedia taxonomy, the intersection of these two classifications has been adopted; thus, the definitions of icon and symbol are used, and the enactive and indexical categories are omitted.
A further division of the iconic category is proposed here, based on the nature of the object. Arnheim (1969) categorises visual signs (images) as pictures or symbols, depending on their level of abstraction:
An image serves merely as a sign to the extent to which it stands for a particular content without reflecting its characteristic visually …. Images are pictures to the extent to which they portray things located at a lower level of abstractness than they are themselves. They do their work by grasping and rendering some relevant qualities-shape, colour, movement-of the objects or activities they depict … An image acts as a symbol to the extent to which it portrays things which are at a higher level of abstractness [sic] than is the symbol itself.
If icons are seen to be at one end of an 'abstraction continuum', and symbols at the other, a further category of sign is proposed here between the two, which classifies icons as either concrete or abstract.
Icons which are perceived as being identical to the concept that they represent (e.g. photographs), have a very low level of abstraction, and are here termed concrete-icons. Icons which are sensed as being similar, but not identical to the concept, are higher up the abstraction scale. These abstract-icons are not as abstract as symbols, as there is still a perceptual relationship between object and concept, but they are not perceived as identical to the concept. An example of an abstract-icon is a road sign warning against falling rocks in the area: the icon has a perceptual relationship with the concept, but is not perceived as identical to the concept.
The three values for the first dimension of the model proposed here therefore relate to the nature of the sign: concrete-iconic, abstract-iconic, and symbolic.
The Second Dimension: the Arrangement of the Signs
Original semiotic classifications were based on the use of simple communication devices like paper or static displays. The second dimension for the model takes into account the increasing use of technology, and consequently, the more complex manner in which texts may be communicated. This additional dimension is that of the organisation (or syntax) of the representational system. The objects in representational systems need to be arranged in a particular manner for their meaning to be correctly communicated.
Five syntactic methods of arranging icons and symbols are proposed: individual, augmentation, temporal, linear, and schematic.
• Individual: This is the simplest arrangement: there is only a single object to communicate a single concept, and only a single moment in time is required in order to receive the message.
• Augmentation: This is an extension to the individual arrangement: like the individual syntax, only a single object is used. If the augmentation syntax is used, the single object is augmented with one or more additional features that contribute additional meaning to the sign's interpretation.
• Temporal: Time is important to this arrangement: the message cannot be interpreted if only a snapshot is taken. Like the individual syntax, only a single concept is communicated by a single object, and the interpretation does not change over time.
• Linear: Linear systems place the objects in a purely sequential manner, and interpretation of the message depends on the objects being considered in this linear arrangement over time. However, unlike the temporal arrangement, more than one concept may be communicated. This is similar to Heller and Martin's definition of "temporal" (Heller and Martin, 1995) , which includes the notion of the content of the message changing over time.
• Schematic: Schematic representational systems use spatial indicators to show the structure of the information. They represent relationships between the concepts associated with the individual objects in a two-dimensional or three-dimensional manner, according to a conventional code.
The Third Dimension: the Modality
The third dimension requires that a clear distinction is first made between the oftconfused terms multimedia and multimodal. In its common use (i.e. not the definitions proposed later in this chapter), multimedia refers to the nature of the text used in communication, both as output from a technological system (e.g. video, sound, graphics), and, less obviously, the human input (e.g. touch, speech). Multimodal, however, relates specifically to the senses used by the receiver of the text (e.g. visual, auditory, tactile) (Baecker et al, 1995) .
This third dimension in the model therefore has two values: visual and aural, relating to the two senses most commonly used for communication.
An important attribute of the TOMUS dimensions is that they are all defined independently of technology, and are all based on the nature of the text, rather than the device that communicates it. This approach recognises that linking the model to technology may mean that it will soon be out of date, and acknowledges that multimedia need not be the exclusive domain of the computer. This technology-free approach sets TOMUS apart from other multimedia classifications. Figure 1 shows the three dimensions of the TOMUS model.
Examples
Having defined three dimensions by which texts can be classified, to validate these dimensions all cells in the resulting model need to be associated with an existing representational system. Distinct examples of media types for all thirty cells have been found: these are described below, first in the visual modality, and then the aural modality.
Examples in the visual modality:
• Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic individual text is a photograph (e.g. a photograph of an author of a book on the dust-jacket) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic individual text is a road sign (e.g. a road sign warning of falling rocks in the area) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic individual text is a word (e.g. an "Exit" notice on a door) • Augmentation: (Note that in the visual modality, the syntax of augmentation is predominantly concerned with the shape, colour, or font of the individual sign.)
• Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic augmented text is photograph cut in a certain shape (e.g. a heart-shaped photograph of a popular movie star) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic augmented text is an abstracticon whose colour is significant (e.g. a cloud icon on a weather forecast map which may be either white or black depending on whether it represents high or low cloud, see Figure 2 .) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic augmented text is a word whose font is significant (e.g. a fast food restaurant called Express, where the concept of speed is portrayed by the slant)
• Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic temporal text is a continuous rolling film (e.g. a continuous film of a waterfall) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic temporal text is the backdrop in an animated film (e.g. the changing backdrop in a cartoon, indicating that a car is moving, see Figure 3 .) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic temporal text is a moving computer symbol (e.g. a rotating cursor to indicate that the computer is busy processing) • Linear:
• Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic linear text is a film (e.g. any movie) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic linear text is a sequence of drawings (e.g. any cartoon strip) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic linear text is a sequence of written words (e.g. any book) • Schematic:
• Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic schematic text is a taxonomic diagram indicating the relationship between concepts, where those concepts are represented in the diagram by photographs (e.g. a diagram representing the management hierarchy of an organisation, using photographs of the staff members) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic schematic text is an iconic chart (e.g. a bar chart illustrating population growth that uses icons of people to represent a certain number of people in the population) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic schematic text is any text where the nature of the objects, as well as their syntactic arrangement, do not have a close relationship to the concepts they represent (e.g. a desktop interface which displays icons representing files, in windows representing directories, and arranges them spatially on the screen according to a schematic convention) Examples in the aural modality: When applying this model to the aural modality, two additional issues need to be considered.
First, the difference between concrete-iconic and abstract-iconic texts is the difference between recordings of real sounds, and sounds that have been artificially synthesised. This distinction is therefore less useful in the aural modality than it is in the visual modality.
Second, as the aural modality is by its nature temporal, it is difficult to define individual objects of aural communication without taking the temporal dimension into account. Taking into account the duration and possible decomposition of the communication, individual and augmented aural objects may be defined as "very brief, atomic, aural texts, which communicate a single concept". Temporal aural texts also communicate a single concept, but their duration need not be brief, and in linear aural texts, the message may change over time.
• Individual:
• Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic individual text is a recording of a very brief, atomic sound (e.g. a recording of a car ignition which may be used in a radio drama) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic individual text is a very brief, atomic, synthesised sound (e.g. a synthesised machine "whirr" sound from a computer which may indicate that an inference engine is working on a problem) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic individual text is a very brief, atomic sound, with no obvious relation between the sound and what it means (e.g. a 'beep' sound from a computer that occurs when new mail arrives in a electronic mailbox, or a doorbell) • Augmentation: (Note that in the aural modality, the syntax of augmentation is predominantly concerned with the tone, amplitude, or timbre of the individual sign.)
• Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic augmented text is a recording of a very brief, atomic sound, where the loudness of the sound is significant (e.g. a recording of a closing door in a radio drama, which may be loud to indicate that the door is slammed in anger) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic augmented text is a very brief, atomic, synthesised sound, whose tone is significant (e.g. a synthesised "clunk" as files are put in a desktop trash can, which decreases in tone as the can gets fuller) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic augmented text is a very brief, atomic sound, with no obvious relation between the sound and what it means, where the tone is significant (e.g. a "beep" from a computer that occurs on detecting an error, which • Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic temporal text is a recording of a sound representing a single concept (e.g. the continuous sound of waves used in a radio drama) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic temporal text is a synthesised sound representing a single concept (e.g. the synthesised sound of gun-fire in a violent arcade game) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic temporal text is a sound with no obvious relation between the sound and what it means (e.g. a fire alarm) • Linear:
• Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic linear text is a sequential recording of sounds representing concepts (e.g. a recording of a storm, including the build-up to the storm, the height of the storm, sounds of damage that it causes, and its conclusion) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic linear text is sequential synthesised sounds (e.g. synthesised sounds representing a train's approach, passing, and departure, for use in a radio drama) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic linear text is the sequential communication of sounds with no obvious relation between the sounds and what they means (e.g. a continual computer "humm" that changes in pitch depending on the number and nature of the people using the computer network)
There are two ways in which a schematic arrangement in the aural modality may be defined: with a physical space dimension, or with a frequency dimension.
The first method introduces a physical space dimension. It has the disadvantage of requiring that "appropriate technology" for receiving the text is used. As the intention of this chapter is to define texts independently of technology, this method is unsatisfactory. The examples given here associate a spatial location with an individual auditory object:
• Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic schematic text is a spatial recording (e.g. a recording of sounds in a forest, which, when received using appropriate technology, associate the individual sounds with locations relative to the receiver) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic schematic text is synthesised sounds in a simulated spatial environment (e.g. the synthesised sounds of footsteps or a door slamming which, when received using appropriate technology, associate the individual sounds with locations relative to the receiver) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic schematic text is a spatial arrangement of auditory symbols (e.g. the differing locations of warning sounds in an aeroplane cockpit) The second method relates to the frequency domain: the second dimension of the spatial aural communication is not space, but frequency. This method has the disadvantage of limitations of the aural system: it is not easy for humans to distinguish the many different individual frequencies in a complex aural text (for example, the many frequencies in speech), and the examples given here are limited to aural texts with only two perceivable different frequency bands.
• Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic schematic text is a recording of a sound comprising different frequencies, each intended to contribute to the overall interpretation of the text (e.g. a recording of a serious car crash, with high-frequency sound representing broken glass, and low frequency sound representing the damage to the body of the car) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic schematic text is a synthesised sound track for an animated cartoon (e.g. the high-frequency sound of a cat howling while the low frequency sounds relate the howls to the cat being hit with a large hammer) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic schematic text is a combination of symbolic aural texts, where the differing frequencies have individual interpretation (e.g. a fire alarm with two components: a high frequency component which indicates the location of the fire, and a low-frequency component that indicates its severity)
Composite-Texts
Texts are either single-texts or composite-texts. Single-texts use only one modality, and are comprised of one or more signs arranged according to a single syntax. They therefore embody a single representational system.
The definition of a composite-text is recursive. A composite-text contains more than one component-text, where the component-texts may be either single-texts or compositetexts. Thus a composite-text may embody more than one representational system, and may use more than one modality.
The component-texts must themselves be arranged according to a syntax within the composite-text. The individual and augmentation syntactical arrangements are inappropriate for arranging more than one object: a composite-text will therefore have one of the temporal, linear or schematic syntax arrangements associated with it.
For example, an instructional video (which uses a linear syntax) may include the following component-texts:
• film of a lecturer explaining a problem (concrete-iconic, linear, visual),
• the sound-track for the film of the lecturer explaining the problem (symbolic, linear, aural), • some photographs (concrete-iconic, individual, visual), and • some written paragraphs (symbolic, linear, visual) .
This concept of composite-texts ensures that augmentation (which applies only to individual objects) may also be applied more generally over an entire text.
Extending the TOMUS Syntax Dimension: The Network Category
The final syntactic category (network) does not describe the syntax for individual objects, but is only used for the arrangement of component-texts within a composite-text, and, unlike the first five syntactic categories, does not restrict the order in which the user receives the component-texts.
• Network: In this arrangement, component-texts are connected together in a network structure of nodes and links, with related component-texts linked to each other. There is an implicit lack of linearity, and no predefined sequence of receiving the entire composite-text. Thus, in receiving the text, a component-text may be followed by any one of the other component-texts that it is associated with. Note that the network syntax corresponds to the hyper-prefix commonly used in the terms hypertext and hypermedia (see Figure 4 ).
Examples of a network representational system in the visual modality:
• Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic network text is interactive video (e.g. a video-based interactive fiction story, where the receiver chooses the storyline) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic network text is interactive animation (e.g. an animated version of a video-based interactive fiction story) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic network text is hypertext (e.g. an online thesaurus, with links between related entries) Examples of a network representational system in the aural modality:
• Network:
• Concrete-iconic: an example of a concrete-iconic network text is interactive audio of concrete-iconic audio recordings (e.g. an audio recording comprising different bird-songs that may be individually selected) • Abstract-iconic: an example of an abstract-iconic network text is interactive audio of abstract-iconic audio recordings (e.g. a demonstration audio recording comprising examples of synthesised sounds for possible use in an animated film) • Symbolic: an example of a symbolic network text is interactive audio of symbolic audio recordings (e.g. the audio recordings used in language laboratories, and touch-tone telephone menus of recorded spoken information)
The Principle of Synchronicity
When considering composite-texts which use more than one modality, it becomes possible (and indeed, sometimes essential), for more than one message to be transmitted at once, as the receiver can now receive messages through each of the modalities used. The synchronous messages in the different modalities may be considered independent of each other from a perceptual point of view, although the receiver will usually make a cognitive link between them (e.g. in watching a video with a soundtrack, or associating a "beep" from a computer with a visually perceptible error). Note that cognitive links may sometimes be made between two unintentionally perceptibly synchronous messages.
A synchronous-text, therefore, is defined as a special type of composite-text comprising an aural component-text and a visual component-text. These component-texts may, of course, be composite-texts themselves. where the two component-texts are transmitted at the same time, and the intention is that the receiver of the text should make a cognitive link between the aural and visual perception.
Defining Multimedia Communication
This concrete and well-defined model of media objects can be used as the fundamental basis for definitions of multimedia communication. The model itself does not suggest a single definition, and this is not its purpose; rather, it can be used variously in order to create a number of different definitions of varying inclusiveness.
Examples of definitions of multimedia communication that may result from this model include:
The production, transmission, and interpretation of a composite-text, when at least two of the component-texts use different representational systems. This definition of multimedia is very broad. Examples of multimedia communication under this
definition include: a wall poster that includes a photograph, some written paragraphs, and a map; a sentence that uses more than one font; and an audio novel with a single narrator and at least one sound effect. The use of 'two' in the definition is based on the simple principle of "two is greater than one, and one component-text does not comprise a composite-text". Of course, the definition could be adapted so that any number n can replace two, but this may result in a problem in defining composite-texts with n-1 component-texts using different representational systems. 2. The production, transmission, and interpretation of a composite-text, where at least two of the component-texts use different representational systems in different modalities. This definition is an extension of the previous one, although it emphasises the need to have more than one modality in the text. Examples of multimedia communication under this definition include: an audio tour of an art gallery; a television commercial which uses a voice-over (the voice of an unseen narrator); and a greetings card that plays a tune when it is opened.
The production, transmission, and interpretation of a composite-text, where the network syntax is used at least once. This definition concentrates on the hyper-prefix:
provided a network syntax is used, and the receiver has some choice over the order in which some or all of the component-texts are transmitted, the text is considered a multimedia text. Note that no restrictions on the nature of the component-texts is included in the definition: they may all be of exactly the same representational system. Examples of multimedia communication under this definition include: a book; telephone touch-tone menus of recorded spoken information; and a text-based interactive fiction story. 4. The production, transmission, and interpretation of a composite-text, where the network syntax is used at least once, and at least two of the component-texts use different representational systems. Like the previous definition, the hyper-aspect of the text is emphasised, but in this case, restrictions on the nature of the componenttexts are included. Examples include: a hypertext system which emits a "beep" whenever a link is traversed; a pictorial encyclopaedia; and an indexed compact disk of a variety of different sound effects.
The production, transmission, and interpretation of a composite-text, where at least one of the component-texts is a synchronous-text.
This definition is similar to the second one given above, in that the use of more than one modality is important. Examples include: a picture of a waterfall, accompanied by the sound of running water; a film with a sound track; and an interactive film with a sound track.
The Scope and Potential of the Model
These definitions of multimedia communication are important both for what they include and for what they omit. The model allows for multimedia communication to be defined in terms of the nature of the text, with respect to a well-grounded semiotic basis and the representational systems the text uses.
What the model does not provide for is consideration of other general human communication issues, which are encompassed within the phrase "production, transmission and interpretation" used in the sample definitions. No reference is made to the nature of this production, transmission or interpretation, although each of these steps may have varying features.
For example, a cartoon strip may be hand drawn or computer generated, a piece of music may be transmitted via an audio recording or an orchestra, and a newspaper may be read from beginning to end, or selected articles may be chosen at will. All these considerations are external to the definition of the nature of the text, and can therefore be considered separately: the model does not tie definitions of multimedia down to specific hardware, or to production and interpretation methods. This is the power of the model, rather than a limitation. It acknowledges that multimedia communication is a complex process that cannot be simply defined.
Thus, while the existing model produces definitions that are much broader than those usually employed (concentrating as they do on the nature of the text, and ignoring technology and methods), by further defining the nature of the production, transmission and interpretation, these definitions may be further refined.
In addition, models of text production, transmission and interpretation may be related to this existing media model. Appropriate inter-model mappings may also be defined: for example, any multimedia text including a component-text using a network syntax requires an interactive device (Purchase, 1997) .
EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION
While TOMUS was primarily intended to provide unambiguous and consistent terminology, it also aimed to be a useful model for multimedia tasks, by clearly defining the range of possible multimedia objects. However, it is a purely theoretical model, the product of thought rather than practical investigation. While the sign dimension is based on semiotic definitions, and the modality dimension is based on the senses, the syntax dimension is merely based on the experiences of TOMUS' designer. There is no guarantee that the model will be easily comprehensible to other people. Empirical studies are rare in the area of multimedia definition: the afore-mentioned models are all products of thought, rather than practical experiment. Lohse 's model (1994) is based on data taken from subjects' grouping of objects, but only in the visual domain. While Heller and Martin (1995) tested their model by observing its use in student projects, the outcomes were as much indicative of student skill as of model suitability. The models proposed by Arens et al (1993) , Bersen (1995) and Vetere (1997) have no experimental basis nor subsequent empirical validation.
Theoretical multimedia models need to be empirically tested for their suitability. This suitability may be with respect to suitability for use for a particular multimedia task, ease of understanding of the model definition, or correspondence between the model and human cognition and perception. The outcomes of the empirical studies may indicate essential changes that need to be made to the model before it could be used effectively.
To this end, an experiment was conducted to investigate the understandability of TOMUS. A theoretical model that is based on definitions that are difficult to understand is not useful for any task. Twenty subjects having knowledge of TOMUS, were each presented with a single example of each of the thirty TOMUS categories, and were asked to identify the correct TOMUS category. The aim was to determine whether there were any categories that subjects had particular difficulty understanding.
The Research Questions
A desirable property of a theoretical model of multimedia, if it is to be used, is that the dimensions, and the values on the dimensions, are easy to understand. We felt that a 'good' theoretical model of multimedia objects from the point of view of understandability would be one which was balanced: where the values on each dimension were equally easy to understand, and where subjects had no more difficulty with one value than another.
In this experiment, understandability was measured in terms of misclassification of given media objects. Subjects were asked to identify the TOMUS category of each of thirty different media objects, and any errors noted. Note that we have defined errors based on the category of the misclassified media object, rather than on the incorrect category chosen. Two types of understandability were considered:
• Dimension understandability: the extent of correct classification of media objects according to their value on each dimension. Thus, if the [concrete,linear,aural] object were classified as [concrete,schematic,aural], a linear-dimension error would be counted, but not a concrete-dimension error nor an aural-dimension error.
• Composite understandability: the extent of correct classification of media objects within their values on each dimension. Thus, if the [concrete,linear,aural] object were classified as [concrete,schematic,aural], a linear-composite error, a concrete-composite error and an aural-composite error would all be counted. In addition, the perceived difficulty of the values along each dimension was collected using a questionnaire.
Three questions were therefore considered for each of the three TOMUS dimensions (sign, syntax and modality):
• Are the values along the three dimensions equally easy to understand? (dimension errors) • Are the values along the three dimensions equally easy to classify within? (composite errors) • Are the values along the three dimensions perceived as equally as difficult to understand? (perceived difficulty)
Methodology
The subjects interacted with an online system, the display of which comprised buttons labelled with the values of each of the thirty TOMUS categories, and a display area for the visual objects. For each of thirty media objects that were presented, subjects were required to indicate to which TOMUS category the object belonged.
A within-subject experimental design was used, with all subjects being shown an example of each TOMUS category (thirty media objects in all). To reduce any learning effect, the order of presentation of the objects was randomised for each subject, and six 'practise objects' were presented at the start of each session: the subjects were not aware that these six initial objects were not experimental. This randomisation and the inclusion of the practise objects prevented students from anticipating the categories of objects based on their prior choice.
The online system recorded the TOMUS categories selected by the subjects for each media object, and identified misclassifications. The independent variable for the experiment was the TOMUS category; the dependent variable was errors. Twenty third year computer science students participated voluntarily.
After the classification task, subjects completed a questionnaire. For each TOMUS dimension they were asked to "rate the difficulty [they] had in deciding the [sign/syntax/ modality] of the examples", 1 representing the most difficult value on each dimension. This data was collected in the form of rankings.
The Media Objects
Each media object was accompanied by a sentence defining its meaning ( Figure 5 ). These concept definitions were necessary in providing a context for the categorisation: without a context, the TOMUS category of an object may be ambiguous. For example, a picture of a lightbulb might mean 'lightbulbs' (abstract-iconic) if seen on a packing box, but may mean 'an idea' (symbolic) if seen in a cartoon.
Data Analysis
The error data was analysed using a standard ANOVA test based on critical values of the F distribution; in the case of significance, a Tukey pairwise analysis was performed, to determine which values on the dimensions proved most difficult. The perceived difficulty data was collected by way of ranks; thus, a non-parametric statistical analysis was required. The Friedman analysis of variance test was used; in the case of significance, the KruskalWallis test identified where the differences lay. Figure 6 shows the outcome of this statistical analysis, and figure 7 shows graphs of the average dimension errors, composite errors and perceived difficulty rankings. Figure 8 shows where pairwise differences lay.
DISCUSSION The Sign Dimension
The data is significant for all three tests, and the pairwise analysis shows significant differences between abstract and the other two categories in almost all cases.
The abstract-iconic category was added on to Bruner's semiotic definitions (Bruner, 1966) for inclusion in TOMUS. It produces a 'grey area' that the subjects may have had difficulty distinguishing. It is recognised that even making a clear distinction between icons and symbols is a difficult task: "An absolute boundary between symbols and icons is illusory because as soon as a symbol's meaning has been learned it will become a meaningful image" Warning of an air-raid SLA The sound of a tone that changes pitch
The amount of traffic on a computer network SSA The sound of a fire alarm with two tones A fire alarm indicating severity and location (Suttcliffe, p102) . Thus, introducing an additional category between symbols and icons already has the potential to be problematic.
Informal preparatory experiments revealed that symbolic objects tend to be classified with respect to function (e.g. T has the function of sharpening a note in music) while concrete-iconic objects tend to be classified according to form (e.g. a photograph of a pie on menu merely shows what the pie looks like, and is therefore classified according to its visual form as a pie.) On the other hand, many abstract-iconic objects may be classified according to function or form, depending on their context, and thus may have ambiguous TOMUS classification. For example, a diagram of a pair of scissors may represent scissors in a pictorial representation of items to be included in a first aid kit, but may mean 'cut here' if found on a dress pattern. It is this ambiguity that required the association of concept definitions with media objects when they are categorised within TOMUS. This form/ function distinction had not been recognised when the TOMUS model was initially The aural distinction between concrete and abstract is awkward (as the difference between synthesised sounds and real recordings), making it a less useful distinction than in the visual modality. Further analysis of the data could reveal whether a significant number of abstract errors were made within the aural category.
Following Arnheim (1969) , we believe that a continuum between symbolic and iconic is necessary. The semiotic definitions of icon and symbol were proposed in an age when the primary medium of communication consisted of signs that were easy for people to reproduce. Multimedia applications make extensive use of concrete icons (e.g. photographs) that are not easily reproducible, and which need to be distinguished from those abstract icons (e.g. cartoon drawings) that can be reproduced. Removal of the abstracticonic category simply due to bad performance is therefore not appropriate. A more suitable proposal would be for the definition of abstract-iconic to be clarified, or for a form/function distinction within the sign dimension to be introduced. 
Dimension errors Composite errors

Perceived difficulty
The Syntax Dimension
The data is significant for all three tests, with best performance in the individual and temporal categories. The pairwise analysis confirms that, for the error tests, augmented, linear and schematic are more difficult than individual, and that linear and schematic are more difficult than temporal.
It is not surprising that individual and temporal are easy to understand and distinguish, as they both represent only a single concept. But it is a surprise that the linear category proved difficult, as the notion of narrative is common. The TOMUS stated definition of this category needs to be reassessed, and clearly distinguished from temporal.
The schematic category is awkward in the aural modality: more tests need to be performed to see whether most schematic errors were aural. Most surprising is the fact that the subjects did not perceive the schematic category to be difficult, despite their poor performance. The subjects seemed to understand the concept of schematic, but were less sure when to apply it. The schematic definition needs to be reassessed so that it more closely relates to its use in the model.
The augmented syntax is concerned with comparisons: the font or colour of an augmented object is only important when compared with a different font or colour. This comparative property of augmented objects adds to the complexity of their TOMUS definition and classification. It is clear that the nature of the augmented category is too different from the other syntax categories for it to be appropriately retained in the model. The process of adding extra information (e.g. font, colour) to a media object still needs to be acknowledged, but can be applied outside the TOMUS model categories, in a separate part of the media selection process. By this we mean that, having selected an appropriate representational type from TOMUS, the decision to augment the representation with additional distinguishing information could be made subsequent to this choice (rather than as part of this choice, as is currently the case).
The Modality Dimension
There is no significance for dimension errors: the subjects understood the visual/aural distinction. The composite error data is highly significant, indicating that classifying within the aural domain was difficult: subjects had less difficulty understanding the other dimensions in the visual domain than in the aural domain. This is not surprising, as our visual sense dominates the others.
What is surprising is that subjects thought it more difficult to determine whether something was aural than visual: we would have expected this data not to be significant. It is possible that the students were projecting their difficulty in classifying within the aural dimension onto their response to this question.
There is no reason why this dimension should be altered: a predictable extension would be the inclusion of a tactile category.
Experimental Conclusions
We aimed to investigate the TOMUS model with respect to the understandability (actual and perceived) of the values along its dimensions. As a result of this investigation, we have determined that:
• While the abstract-iconic category on the sign dimension is a useful semiotic addition, it interferes with a function/form distinction.
• The augmented category on the syntax dimension is a more complex representational system than the others, as it includes a differentiation choice that can be more appropriately made outside of the TOMUS model. • The schematic category on the syntax dimension was difficult for the subjects to understand, despite their perceptions to the contrary.
• Classifying within the aural category on the modality dimension was difficult.
CONCLUSION
This chapter has provided fundamental terminology, definitions, and theory with which we may communicate about multimedia systems. A novel model for the definition of multimedia communication has been proposed, based on traditional semiotic classifications of communication, and using the three dimensions of sign, syntax and modality. The model avoids the use of labels associated with existing text types (e.g. graphics, sound), as is the temptation, and rather considers the basic components of the text and how they are arranged.
The outcome is that, rather than defining multimedia communication in terms of methods or technology, many alternate definitions may be proposed, each clearly related to the representational systems and syntax the text employs. This approach encourages a very broad view of the different possible types of multimedia communication, and provides a basis from which the other aspects of the communication (i.e. production, transmission and interpretation) may be considered.
In investigating the understandability of the model, we have identified some categories that need to be removed from the model in its next version, or defined more clearly. Adapting the model to include more dimensions may, of course, fall foul of problems of scalability and definition granularity. If each cell in the model is to unambiguously define a representational system, and if the model is to claim to categorise all possible representational systems, the choice of new dimensions will need to be made very carefully.
A significant problem with this model is the assumption of equal priority for each of the classification cells. No consideration is made for the fact that some types of media objects may be more common or more important for multimedia tasks. For example, redefining schematic so that it better relates to the aural modality assumes an equal priority of [schematic-visual] This observation does not mean that it is irrelevant if less important or less common categories are less easy to understand, but it does suggest that tweaking model definitions to force media objects to unambiguously fit one category may not be a useful process.
We anticipate that a well balanced model, with equal priority for each value on each dimension, would be difficult to propose, and may not be any more useful in practise than TOMUS as it stands. While investigating TOMUS understandability has been a useful start in assessing its worth, it is more important that its practical use be investigated: how useful are these classifications to designers and evaluators of multimedia texts? Assessing practical use will avoid issues regarding the relative priority or frequency of occurrence of the values on the dimensions, and will rather focus on the benefits of models like TOMUS in action.
